1. Order Fulfillment
We provide dependable and secure storage,
maintenance and distribution of your sales and
marketing materials, promotional items, product
samples, operational supplies, brand signage,
apparel, or anything else you may require.

Let TrueBlue Designs save you

TIME, SPACE & MONEY

with (CIS) Creative Inventory
Solutions

2. Direct Ship and Local Deliveries
Shipping, local deliveries and or pick-up are
all part of the process. We are authorized
shippers for FedEx, UPS, USPS and we also do
local delivery with our driver or local courier
service. Pick-up is also available at our
warehouse during operating hours.
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3. Online Support
We streamline the entire process with web-based
order processing, database maintenance, real-time
inventory management, movement tracking,
reorder notifications and reporting options with
email confirmations.

4. Quality Control and Security
We maintain climate controlled and high levels of
security storage to safeguard the distribution of
your materials. We encourage you to stop by from
time to time to see how we manage our facility
and how we operate.

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

PRODUCTS INCLUDE

SIGNS / GRAPHICS
PRINTED PRODUCTS
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
APPAREL
& MUCH MORE

CREATIVE
INVENTORY
SOLUTIONS

200 Countyline Ct., Unit #6
Oakland, Florida 34787

CREATIVE

LAYOUT / DESIGN
The design and layout stage can be either from
scratch or for mere duplication. Our designers
have developed an understanding of what it takes
to get optimum results. We work hand-in-hand
with printing and prepress experts day in, day out.
Our tools are best available software and
experience which enable our designers to bring
you imaginative, effective design concepts that
will deliver confidence before we go to
production.

CREATE / PRODUCE
The idea here is to order all your sales material,
operational supplies, brand signage, promotional
product and or apparel in bulk. This will ensure that
you get the absolute best value for your buck and
it allows TBD the opportunity to manage all these
items to assure quality and color correctness
applied across the board. With our vast
knowledge in this industry and our established
vendor relationships we will obtain the quality you
expect every time.

INVENTORY

SHELF / STORE
We mantain a high level of quality control at our
warehouse. It is laid out to allow for a safe and
accurate storage and distribution location for all
your operational materials. Upon accepting new
product we will check that the inventory is true
before we store/shelf the product.

SOLUTIONS

PICK / PACK
Upon receiving your order we will be notified
immediately to what, how many you need and
where you need it delivered. We will locate the
product and pack it to highest level shipping
and handling procedures. We will advise you
through email regarding all the steps of the
delivery stages.

ORDER / INVENTORY

SHIP / DELIVER

We have streamlined the entire process with
web-based order processing, customized branded
inventory pages, database maintenance, real-time
inventory management, movement tracking, reorder
notifications, and email confirmations. After you
have reviewed your inventory and have placed your
200 Countyline Ct
order the inventory will then be updated and will
Oakland,
Florida
34787
present you
with the much
needed
data you need
to run a smooth operation.

Shipping, local deliveries and or pick-up are part of
this process. We will deliver to your business(es) the
best possible way so your business(es) receive your
product or material in a timely manner. We are
authorized shippers for FedEx, UPS and USPS and
we also do local delivery with our drivers or local
courier services for a smooth transition.
Pick-up is also available at our warehouse during
operating hours.

Facility Hours / Location
Monday - Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm
200 Countyline Ct., Unit#6 Oakland, FL 34787

